
Red Hat & Streebo’s AI 

powered Retail Bot Solution

Employees and customers are a Retail Service organization’s biggest asset with respect to the products and services they 

offer Purchase of Consumer Products & Accessories, Logistics & Delivery, Exchange of Products. Every Retail organization 

wants to optimize and maximize the value they get out of their employees as well as the value they provide to their 

customers. Retail  companies are in a constant struggle to achieve the best ROI out of their “PEOPLE (employees and 

customers)” investments. What if technology can help them get that optimal ROI? 

 

AI powered Virtual Agents, more popularly known as Chatbots, enable Retail  organizations to automate mundane, routine 

tasks such as Customer Support, Product Purchase & Product Deliveries. In addition, they also enhance customer success 

metrics such as Customer Retention, Satisfaction Index, Reach, and Acquisition Rate. 

 

Before we delve deeper into Retail  Chatbot Solution, here are some interesting facts, statistics, and research around 

Chatbots in general:

A chatbot can cut customer service costs by more than 30%. (IBM)

69% of the public prefers to use a chatbot instead of a company’s official app. (Drift)

34% of retail customers would be comfortable speaking with customer service through AI chatbots instead of a 

live customer support representative (Statista)

Customer Challenge & Goals

Chatbot Trends of 2020 and beyond

By the end of 2020, 25% of customer support operations will depend on virtual assistants. (Gartner)

According to Grand View Research, 45% of end users prefer Chatbots as the primary mode of communication  

for questions regarding customer service.

Chatbots could drive $112 bn in Retail Sales by 2023. ( Juniper)
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Streebo’s Red Hat powered  

AI Retail  Bot Solution

High Value Use Cases

Streebo is an expert in building AI powered Virtual Assistants 

with a proficiency in building Retail Chatbots.  

 

With its revolutionary low code, no code tooling, Streebo can 

build Natural Language Processing (NLP) driven, AI powered 

Bots over 9x faster.  

 

These Chatbots are superior in quality and provide 

immediate value to a Retail Organization.

Business Processes that could be transformed immediately 

for a Retail Organization with Streebo’s Pre-Trained bots 

and Voice & Chat interface

Product Purchase

Exchange Services

Online Payment

Delivery & Logistics

Retail Customer Adviser

Retail Customer Assistant

Retail Employee Assistant

Assist the user in purchasing products

Act as a Retail Concierge during the purchase period

Act as a Retail Concierge during the purchase period

Help the user in comparing similar products

Continued assistance with various services and products of the organization

Continued assistance with various services and products of the organization

Streamline the payment and delivery process

Triage services delivered with empathy and understanding

Triage services delivered with empathy and understanding



Key Differentiators of Streebo’s Pre-Trained Bots

Key Differentiator Value to Business

Transactional Support

Multilingual Support

Transfer to a Live agent

Transfer to a Live agent

No Code, Low Code

Easy Management by  

LOB

True Omnichannel Solution

Analytics Dashboard

#1 NLP Engine

Zero Risk alternative

Our Retail Bots build not only FAQ but also TRANSACTIONAL Bots without writing a single line of code. 

This transactional support aids primarily in automating routine business tasks such as customer query 

resolution, product purchase, bill payments  and other such transactions. This enhances employee 

productivity and provides value to the business. 

Streebo’s Red Hat powered Retail  Bot supports more than 100+ languages! This helps immensely in 

application adoption and enables a Retail organization to cater to all kinds of users, including non-

native English speakers.

Streebo’s Retail  Bots offer switching to a “Live Agent” when the Bot is not able to understand customer’s 

question. This feature increases  Customer Satisfaction Index and enhances Customer Retention rate as 

the customer gets their task or question answered every time without any interruption or glitches.

Streebo’s Retail  Bots offer switching to a “Live Agent” when the Bot is not able to understand customer’s 

question. This feature increases  Customer Satisfaction Index and enhances Customer Retention rate as 

the customer gets their task or question answered every time without any interruption or glitches.

Streebo’s Retail  Virtual Agents are built using Streebo’s low code, no code tooling that employs Drag & 

Drop Interfaces for Development and Point & Click Interfaces for Integration to back end systems. As a 

result, implementation costs of the Retail  Bot solution are reduced significantly, and Retail  

Organizations can realize their AI/Bot investments in a very short period.

Streebo’s pre-trained Retail  Bot is built using a Drag and Drop interface including a simple Point and 

Click Integration interface. This enables IT teams to quickly “assemble” their Bot and enables the LOB 

to contribute to the design, development and maintenance of their Bot. This feature reduces 

dependency on the IT team overall.

Develop once, deploy anywhere, on all channels. This feature extends the Retail Bot solution across 52+ 

channels such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and any other channel of customer’s choice without 

writing separate code for each. This reduces time to market in addition to development and 

maintenance costs.

Analytics capture Retail  Application, User Interaction, and Engagement statistics which helps in gaining 

insightful Information on both User Behavior and Application Usage & Performance. These statistics help 

Retail Organizations make informed decisions for their Customers to improve Customer Acquisition rate.

Streebo’s Pre-Trained Bot uses  industry leading NLP engine, Watson Assistant! Forrester’s interviews and 

financial analysis of four existing Enterprise customers found that they experienced benefits of $23.9 

million over three years versus costs of $5.5 million, adding up to a net present value (NPV) of $18.4 

million, an ROI of 337%, and a payback period of <6 months for Watson Assistant Users.

Streebo offers its Retail customers a consumption financial model, which means customers can 

subscribe to Streebo’s  Retail  Bot solution AS A SERVICE and pay monthly usage. We allow the customer 

to cancel at any time. Customers can try our solution without the risk of a large, up-front investment.



Streebo Chatbot Components Powered By  

Red Hat Technology

Implementation Timeline & Qualified Milestones
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Chatbot 

Builder
Powered By Red Hat

Powered By Streebo

Powered By IBM 

Watson

DXA 

Platform

NLP 

Engine

Chat Client

Easy Chatbot building capability with Streebo DX Accelerator

Chat Client where end user will interact with your chatbot

IT Governance tool for managing security and access

Train the bot to identify user intent

Application of IBM Watson, Alexa or wit.ai

Sentiment Recognition, text identification

Point and Click Interface to integrate with Enterprise backends

Embed in Company web app, mobile app, Social media clients  

like Facebook messenger

Watson AI Assistant

Weeks

Weeks

Weeks

Weeks

Visual Recognition

NLP Services

Personality Insights

Speech to Text (vis-à-vis)

Tone Analyzer

For a Retail  Organization, with a standard MVP Bot that encompasses 50 FAQs, 4 Transactional Use Cases, 1 Backend  

Integration, 5 Unstructured Document Ingestions, and Multi-lingual support, this solution can be “Live” in less than 8 weeks!

AI Journey Workshop

Assembly of the Bot Solution

Bot Setup & Install

Go-Live

The engagement is kick started with an AI 

workshop to articulate business 

requirements, use cases involved, design 

flow and implementation approach.

Once Infrastructure is setup, development 

would be initiated, and intelligence will be 

fed into the NLP engine for the bot to 

become powerful. 

Next step would be to setup the Infrastructure 

and components like Server, Storage, Network, 

Data, Cloud and others for the development 

and deployment of the solution.

The solution will be taken “Live” after it is 

tested thoroughly.

Streebo & RedHat An Unbeatable Combination!

www.redhat.com www.streebo.com


